**PRO Arm Titan / Atlas**

Incorporates the finest of materials and structural design-principles in order to achieve the highest standards of strength and rigidity. A departure from traditional tensioning methods has resulted in minimal friction and a force curve designed to complement an operator's instincts. The PRO™ arms are modular, simple, reliable, and easily maintained in the field. Easily configured to accommodate a wide variety of load requirements.

**PRO Arm Atlas**

- Atlas can lift: 6 kg - 20,4 kg (13-45lbs)
- Arm weight: 3,4 kg (7,5lbs)
- Boom range: 66 cm (26")

**PRO Arm Titan**

- Titan can lift: 6 kg - 32,6 kg (13-72lbs)
- Arm weight: 3,4 kg (7,5lbs)
- Boom range: 60 cm (24")